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.Abstract
In the report a new technique of measuring an instantaneous
state of dynamically fluctuating water surface surrounded
with models of naval. hydrotechnical pla:n.ts is presented .
To o,btain a co:rrect stereoscopic model of the targeted water
surface the exposure is performed by the synchronous release
of severa1 photo- f1ash lamps.
The stereograms were elaborated by the analytical or analogous met.h od . Finally a . graphical map or numerical model is
produced .

1o Introduction
The photagrammetric techniques are broadly kno\-1111 and utilised in various industrial branches for the long time, still
they have been given furthe·r applications nowadays . In this
report an exemplary application of photogrammetry for the
model testing of hydrotechnic structures- is described .
The important problem in the testing is to determine geome:trical. characteristics o-f a water suri'ace surrounded by
hydro-technic model structures while various water undulations
are induced by artificial means . To measure the characteristics special probes uniformly distributed on tested models
are us,ed in a: research practice in Poland. However, only the
punctual characteristics of undulation can be obtained by
these· means and this did not secure, among o-t hers, the proper
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interpre-tation of findings. The interpretational uncertainty
combined with a great labouriousness involved in this part of
testing made it necessary to look for a new research method ..
To solve the problems, a photogrammetric measuring method was
cle·v eloped several years ago. In P-'eneral, either individual
hydrotechnic objects /e.g" a breakwater and a pier,. see figs
1 and 2 accordingly/ or some complex structures /e.g. harbour
objects/ are subject to the model testing. The models are
built, either of some earlier erected. structures which are to
be test.ed. due to various re·asons, or, more often, of certain
objects to be erected.. The models are built on the basis of a
water reservoir and scaled dovm /generally at 1:1 OO/, every
location factors and research conditions being maintaiv:ea.
The .Latter conditions include, among others, a water undulation which is artifically induced on the· models by means of
a special facility, so-called undulation maker /see fig. 3/.
By the various positioning of the maker in relation to the
axts of an object, it is poss·i ble to simulate a natural
multidirectional wavy motion. Through the regulation of wave
propagation speed, waves of different known periods can be induced. A suitably positioned and operated undulation maker
produces a specific ripple surface surrounding the object
tested /see fig. 1 and 2/o The problem consists in the measuring of a :physical state· of the surfaceo- As mentioned above
a photogrammetric method can be used to carry out the measurements. The stereograms of the tested surface are made, just
a:s in the cas·e of mapping, mnd they are handled in analogue
or analytical way. "'he wav depends on specific needs· or on a
disposable equi:pmen t.
In contrary to map :plottire:, .however, a proper undulation
surveing is :possible only when two follovling requirements arc
com-plied with:
1 <> Due to fact that a d;ro.amical surface is subject to testing,
:photographs must be taken synchronously to the rate of
surface variations. Complying with this requirement is necessary to :produce· a geametrically; and physically correct
stereoscc ·pic model.
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2 . Because of water transparency, the measured surface must
be suitably signalled before ta.king the photographs, otherwise only the be·d of "tee reservoir instead of the water
surface will be sho\m on photograms·.
It was found by way o.f analysis, that approx 0 .. 001 sec .
synchronization of camera shutters is necessary when the surface variation is 1- 2 m/sec . So far, no camera is known to
have: such a synchronization capacity. This made us to develop
a new method of exposure with the use of stroboscopic effect ..
The. method involves taking the photographs in the night by
means of cameras with open shutters., The exposure results
from t .h e simultaneous flashlight of some photoflash lamps interconnected directly by means of photocells.
It is well to. add that this way of exposure, due to the
additional electric connection between the flash lamps and
the undulation maker enables to take photographs at a moment
which is exactly determined in relation to the waving action .
Consequently, it is -possible to properly choose the moments
of carrying out consecutive stereograms e.nabling the geometric observation of the surface variation relating to the time, which is very· important from the technical point of view,.
The other necessary ":'equirement is the signalling a water
Satisfactory results were achieved by way o-f nume rous toilsome tests in which aluminium powder was sprayea_
surface~

o·v er the water surface directly be·f ore taking the photographs
2. The description of the measurements.
First of all, a ne't of uniformly distributed fixe·d points
constituting a photogrammet.ric network, was set out on tested
models being the size of 10 x 10 m. Then, a suitably positioned and adjusted undulation maker was operated,. As a result,
a characteristic water surface' was formed round the structure
Next, the above described techni que of exposure and signalling
was utilized to make stereograms from elevated stands, about
10-12 m in height , situated at the top of a truck jack. Two
scaled down stereograms are shown on fig . 1 and 2o
The photographs were made with t ,h e use of a . high speed
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Aviphot pan 33 photographic film or plates .. Carl Zeiss
UMK FF 10/1318 photoP.':r-ammetric cameras were used.,
.
Thus about 30 useful stereograrns were obtained for each of
the five tested mode l s . The stereogr ams were proved to be an
optimum descrintive mat eri al for the object and its condi tions·.
According to the up- to- date technology , the further , solely
office w.o-rk can be carried out by ~two following ways .
The first way comprises working out the stereogra.ms on an
autograph / in the case dP.scribed a F stereometrograph was
used/ . As a result of the autogrammetric plotting a water
surface contour ma-p is directly produce:d in a scale of 1 : 10
with the contour interval of 1 em . The map is completed in
characteristic points by the heights obtained from the auto graph counter ... Sa far , in this method, a laborious machine
setting of photographs must be executed due to stereogram a rea and in res-pect of plotting accuracy . The well - known advantage of this method, howeve·r , consists in the fact that a
final re-sult , that is a water- surface ma:p can be directly
produce·d«> Su ch a . map is plotted on a photographic plan and is
shown on f i g . 4.
When the numerical model of a surface is needed or when
the autograph capacity is not suffic i ent , the other way of
'

thestereogram plotting is used .. This consists in the observation of stereograms on a precision stereocomparator e . g . Carl
Ze:iss stecometr stereocomparator, whereby , due to the characteristics of a tested surface, up to 1000 points are obser2
ved on a single stere·ogram /8- 10 points per 1m model surface
as an average/ o Then the obB'ervationa:l results are processed
on a digital computer /Polish Odra 1305 computer was used/ .
This produces three - dimensional field coordinates of observed
points . The· resulted numerical model of the water surface is
subject to further analytical processing based on specialized
programs . Furthermore , the model is transformed , either by
the way of plotting on a plotter ./e . g . Benson , Kongsberg ,
Caragraph , etc . /, or by the ordinary or automatical contour
interpolation , into a graphical map of the water surface ..
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It can be seen, that a water surface graphical map is the
final result of the plotting operation irrespective of a way
of plotting .
For each models tested untill now by the first or the second method , anywhere from ten to twenty such maps were elaborated., The maps give funct i onal description of the direct i on a11d the pe r iod of the induced undu.lation .
The maps give a characteristic ima.g 2 of an entire model
t ested . When completed with the corresponding photographs re ctifed to the same scale , the maps constitute a qualitatively
new investigative material for hydraulic engineers .
To end wi th , i t is well to emphasize , that the actual ac curacy o-f the photogrammetric plotting was determined by some
te:·s t s and found to be :
mX

a+ 2mm

and

m

- z

= -+ 3 -•

4mm

•
Considering that the undulation heights were coming up to dozen or so centimetres , these accuracy f i gures are quite sa-

tisfactoryo
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Fig. 1 A fragment o-f the scaled-dawn ste-r eogram o:f a

breakwater modeT.

Fig. 2 A fragment of the scaled-down stereogram o:f a
pie:r model.
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Figo 3 The undulation water /a device inducing wavy

motion on hydrotechnic mode-ls/.
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